Proposal for temporary transfer of the populations of Varanus
benga1erzsi~s and V.flavescens of Bangladesh from Appendix I to
Appendix U of CITES by the Conference of the parties

1. Introduction

This is a proposal for temporary transfer of the lizard populations of
Varanus bengalerds and V. Jlavescerts of Bangladesh froni Appendix 1 to
Appendix U In the next meeting of the Conference of the Parties to facilitate
one time disposal of a total number of 101,954 pieces of lizard skin
coniIscated by the Customs Authox-ity of Bangladesh.
2. Background
Bangladesh is a member of C~IES and is committed to the protection of
the wild fauna and flora specially all the species Included in Appendlirl,
Appendix-fl and Appendix-ui. According to Article U of the Convention on
Trit~maI-If)na1 Tradr~ in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CTTE-S)
“Appendix I shall Include all species threatened with extinction which are
or may be affected by trade in specimens of these species must be subject to
particularly strict regulation In order not to endanger further their survival
and must only be authorized In exceptional circumstances. Appendix U
shall include: (a) all species which although not necessarily now threatened
with extinction may become so unless trade in specimens of such species is
subject to strict regulation In order to avoid utilization incompatible with
their 9urvival1 ~nd (b) other cpoeioc whieb muot be oubjoet to regulation in
nrrlr’r thnt trnrTh in r~pnnim~nn nf c~nffnIn rpnnffir~ rnfcu-rM to in mth
paragraph (a) ot this paragraph may be brought unaer eflecttve Control.
Appendix 111 shall include all species which any Party identt~ed as being
subject to regulation within its jurisdiction for the purpose of preventing or
restricting exploitation, and as needing the cooperation of other parties In
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the control of trade. The parties shall not allow trade in specimens of
species included In Appendices I, U and 111 except in accordance with the

provisions of the present Convention.’
Bangladesh strictly follows the above provisions of CITES as a member
country and no trade is allowed in the Specimens Included in the
Appendices I. iT and rn.
However, a very 1’exceptional circumstance~ was created when the Customs
Authority of Bangladesh co~flscated a total quantity of 101,954 pIeces of
li7ard skin. Resolution Conference 3.14 makes recommendations on the
disposal of con.fiscated or otherwise accumulated specimen of Appendix I
species. Broadly it has been recommended that the parties consider the
feasibility of a system of international exchanges of confiscated specimens
for scIentific/educational and for ~ purposes,
either by direct contacts or alternatively through the Secretasiat.
The go~±~j.. of Daugladesh info~ied the

L1j,j

~ c~ily ~ 1

December, 1993 vide its Memo No. MOEF SEC-3/MQEF~14/91/834 and
again ~ride its Memo No. MOEF SEC-3/MQEF-14/9l/ 967 dated 28
December. 1993 regarding the problems being faced in the disposal of the
above quantity of lizard skin.
In this respect, reference is made to recomziiendation Conference 2.15
which provides that ‘while cor1~scated specimens of Appendix I Species
should not be returned to commer~ utilization in any form, physical
destruction of the specimens should only be considered as a last resort after
exhaustion of other options.
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The parties are requested to appreciate that Bangladesh is proposing
‘commercial utilizatiotf of this quantity only as an alternative to ~physical
destruction”. This is a one time alternative and shall not be repeated in the
interest of protection of the species included In Appendix -I.

3. ObjectIves
The objectives of the present proposal are to ensure
a)

utilization of the confiscated pieces of the lizard skin by other
member countries of the CITES for authorized utilization for
scientific! educational
and for enforcement/identification
purposes on payment of a fixed price to the Government of
Bangladesh.

b)

that disposal is limited only to the extent of the pieces that have
been confiscated.

c)

that all the Parties to the Conference

are informed regarding

the strict measures followed by the Government of Bangladesh in
preventing trade in species included in Appendix-I.
d)

that the disposal of species Included

In Appendix-I is done

strictly in accordance with the provisions of CITES.
e)

that commercial dIsposal is limited to very exceptional
circumstances arid the Government of Baragl.adesh can utilize the
funds obtained from such authorized disposal to the cause of
Improvement and protection of this and other species Included
In the Appendices -I, II and III.
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4. Methodology of Disposai
The first step towards disposal is transfer of the populations of Varcuius
beaJen~ and V.fiavescen..s of Bangladesh from Appendix I to Appendix II
of CuES by the Conference of the parties. Once the transfer Is kindly

considered and approved the government of Bangladesh would seek the
help of the Secretariat and also other member Countries to have the
information regarding their respective demands for the confiscated and
above mentioned quantity of the lizard skin after which arrangements will be
made to ship
the required quantities to respective member
Counti-Ies/p~es This will be done under arrangements strictly superviseri
by the concerned government agency.
It is mentioned that the funds received in the process will be utilized for
protection and improvement of flora and fauna in general and the species in
particular.
5. Consequences if the transfer is not favourably cons1derc~
If the current proposal

for the stipulated transfer is not favourably

Considered then the only alternative left to the Government of Bangladesh
wifl be physjcai destruction of the specl!nens. It should be appreciated
that such destruction will not help the cause of pro~ectLon of the flora and
fauna in Bangladesh or the species In particular. It will only cause damage to
this rare specimen which can be utilized to the maximum benefit of other
member couni~es for bonafide use and to the ultimate cause of protectio~
and Improvement of the species In Bangladesh and In other member

Countries.
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6. Coridj~jOfl
The p1~esent proposal is m~de subject to the condjtio~ that the proposed
fransfer of the populations of Vara,-~ benga1~~ and V. flavesce~ of
Banglade~~ from Appendix I to Appendix jj of CITES ~vill be a tempor~
One and valid only for a total number of 101,954 pieces of lizard skin
confiscated by the Customs Authority of Banglade~
The Parties to the Conference are therefore fervently requested to favourably
consider the proposa’ for temporary transfer of the POpU1~1~~s of VOJ~Q3~LUS
bengaZensj~ and V. flavescer~ of Bangladesh from Appenc~ix I to Appendix fl
of C1T~S.
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lNV0NloI~y OP AI’PfiNDJX I Sl’l!CIMT3NS AVA1LAIITJ4 170k I!XCIIAI~1OIYI,OANThONATI0N
COUNTl~y~ flANGLADESH
1)A’fl!, 03/04/1994,
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